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Abstract—The Seaglider, developed by thee University of
Washington with ONR (Office of Naval Reseaarch) funding and
licensed to iRobot in 2008, is an autonomous un
nderwater vehicle
used for a wide variety of oceanographic rresearch. Science
payloads installed on gliders typically include temperature (T)
D (Conductivityand conductivity (C) sensors, or a CTD
Temperature-with-Depth profiler), in which
h the T and C
measurements are used to derive salinity, d
density and other
CTDs by Sea-Bird
important physical parameters. Free-flushed C
Electronics, referred to here as the CT Sail, werre the first science
payload installed in the Seaglider. While these are still in use on
ut in favor of a
many Seagliders, they are being phased ou
modular, low-power pumped CTD, referred to as the GPCTD
Electronics. Data
(Glider Payload CTD), also by Sea-Bird E
gathered during field trials of the Seaglider in
ntegrated with the
new GPCTD alongside Seagliders with the freee-flushed CT Sails
offer an opportunity to evaluate and comparee the data quality
between the two CTD types. Data provided by iiRobot come from
June 2011 mission trials conducted in the stratiified waters along
the coast off Massachusetts. Comparisons of d
dive profiles made
simultaneously by pairs of Seagliders indicate the raw pumped
with less salinity
GPCTD data show improved data quality w
spiking and conductivity cell thermal mass errrors compared to
the free-flushed CT Sail data. Applying consisttent corrections to
the GPCTD data for sensor measurement aliggnment and timedependent conductivity cell thermal mass errors further
improves accuracy. Corrections to GPCTD data are simple in
comparison to the unpumped CT Sail data, beccause the GPCTD
pumped flow produces a steady T-C sensor rresponse, and the
GPCTD data acquisition system provides a con
nstant sample-rate
time series necessary for these time-dependent corrections.
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to the conductivity sensor (Fig. 1). The conductivity sensor
itself is placed inside a protectiv
ve metal guard with holecutouts to allow for flushing. The
T
T-C sensors are not
connected (ducted) and are free-flu
ushed, therefore the CT Sail
cannot guarantee that the water sample measured by the
thermistor will be the same that entters the conductivity sensor.
On the Seaglider, the pressure senso
or is located about 38.5 cm
in front of the thermistor, requiring
g a slight spatial alignment
with the CT Sail sensors, e.g., pressure
p
values should be
reduced by 0.4 dbar on the down-d
dives, and increased by the
same amount on up-dives.
pening the pressure hull and
Installing the CT Sail requires op
de-soldering/soldering the wires beetween the CT Sail and the
electronics board. Care is required as
a the soldering process can
alter the factory T-C calibrations. Installation
I
is usually done
by the glider manufacturer rather than
t
by the glider operator.
In order to conserve power for miission endurance, Seaglider
does not supply a pump for flow-co
ontrol of T-C sensors on the
CT Sail. Therefore, flow past the T-C sensors on the Seaglider
CT Sail relies solely on the glider movement.
m
The onboard Seaglider processo
or is responsible for logging
data from the nonautonomous sciencce payload sensors, e.g., the
CT Sail. The processor is not alway
ys able to provide a constant
sample-rate time series of T-C and other
o
payload sensor data,
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A. CT Sail – Free-flushed CTD Payload on Se
Seagliders
The first science payload installed onn the Seaglider
consisted of separate, free-flushed T (tempperature) and C
(conductivity) sensors, called a CT Sail, installled on the upper
side of the glider pressure hull and integrated with the internal
glider data acquisition and flight control systtem. On the CT
Sail, the temperature sensor is positioned benneath and parallel
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the iRobo
ot Seaglider with the free-flushed
payload CTD CT Sail installed on the up
pper-side of the pressure hull.

because it is a single thread processor (i.e., can only do one
task at a time), and the glider controls for the buoyancy pump,
and pitch and roll motor movements take preccedence over data
sampling. As a result, for any given dive, the ssample rate of the
sensors will not be continuous or constant (F
Fig. 2). The user
has some control over the data acquisition, succh as how often to
take a measurement from a payload sensor. Hoowever, achieved
sample rate depends on the number of sensorrs being polled at
any given time, as well as the frequency of opeerations going on
with the control system.
The data upload from the Seaglider too the shore-side
command center (called the basestation) iis an automated
process. The CT Sail data, transferred as raw
w frequencies, are
included in the same data stream as the gliderr control data and
any other nonautonomous sensor data (e.g., A
Aanderaa Optode
and the WET Labs EcoTriplet.). Data conversion to
engineering units using sensor calibration equaations and factory
calibration coefficients from Sea-Bird is com
mpleted once the
CT data are uploaded. Derived parameters, succh as salinity, can
then be computed from the converted T and C data.
B. Glider Payload CTD – Modular, Flow-Conntrolled CTD
Payload on Seagliders
In 2010, Sea-Bird Electronics launched thee GPCTD (Glider
Payload Conductivity-Temperature-with-Deppth profiler) for
use on autonomous platforms, including buoyancy and
The GPCTD is a
internally powered AUVs and wave gliders. T
self-contained CTD with memory and an inteegrated pump and
replaces previous glider CT Sail installations. The motivations
behind the development of the GPCTD weree to simplify the
physical integration of the CTD with the glidder, to make data
handling and processing easier, and to imprrove overall data
quality, both in the raw data output as well as aafter simple postprocessing corrections when so desired. It alsso allows for the
integration of a flow-controlled oxygen sensoor directly in-line
with the T-C sensors (e.g., SBE 43 electrocheemical sensor, or
the SBE 63 optical oxygen sensor).
The integrated pump was added to the glidder CTD, because
having a steady flow through the conductivityy cell is desirable,
as proven on ship-lowered CTD systems. Thhis is because of
two critical conductivity sensor response issues:

Figure 2. Example of the sample rate of the T-C data froom the Seaglider SGCTSail1, dive 24, where the onboard glider processor w
was programmed to
sample payload sensors every 5 secondds.

1) Conductivity sensors have a response-time dependence
hrough the sensor; and 2)
on the water volume flow rate th
Conductivity sensors experience a temporal lag in response
while traversing temperature gradien
nts due to heat stored in the
sensor materials, and this can causee incorrectly reported values
because conductivity is highly temperature dependent. The
c
thermal mass error in
latter effect is referred to as a cell
conductivity values, and leads to errrors in subsequent derived
parameters (e.g., salinity). To illu
ustrate, as the CTD moves
from warm to cold water, heat stored
s
in the walls of the
conductivity cell causes the condu
uctivity measurement to be
high of correct, resulting in high off correct computed salinity.
The opposite happens when moving
g from cold to warm water.
The amplitude of this error for a Sea-Bird
S
9Plus CTD, which
pumps a volume rate of 30 ml/s, is on the order of 0.03 psu for
a 1 deg C step change in temperrature. The lag is the time
required for the diffusive heat tran
nsfer to occur between the
conductivity cell and the ambient water
w
sample, which for the
9Plus CTD is about 7 s. The flo
ow rate through the sensor
determines the initial amplitude off the error and the time lag
(e.g., a 30 ml/s flow rate will have a slightly smaller amplitude
and shorter lag than a 10 ml/s flow
fl
rate). With a steadily
pumped flow, T-C responses caan be matched, and the
amplitude and lag period of the celll thermal mass error can be
quantified and corrected for in the data. The major drawback
with the free-flushed glider CT Saail configuration, is that it
depends solely on glider motion to flush the sensors. Because
y, so can the flow rates past
glider speeds can vary substantially
the sensors, including the flow-dependent conductivity sensor.
This produces variable T-C responsses and inconsistent thermal
mass errors that are difficult to correect for.
From a practical standpoint, the self-contained CTD
module offers more flexibility to the end-user. Glider
manufacturers as well as operatorrs can exchange GPCTDs
without opening the pressure hu
ull of the glider. On the
Seaglider, the GPCTD’s electronic module
m
is installed between
the pressure hull and the fairing in the
t aft flooded payload bay
(Fig. 3).
nd pumped on the GPCTD,
The T-C sensors are ducted an
with the intake situated on the exterior
e
of the aft fairing,
positioned to minimize measurem
ment errors caused by the
vehicle’s thermally contaminated
d boundary flow. This
configuration offers a significant datta quality advantage.

Figure 3. Left image: Schematic of the iRobot Seaglider showing the
location of the GPCTD. Right image: Schematic of the Sea-Bird GPCTD,
o
sensor.
with pump and optional oxygen

The plumbed and connected T-C sensors (and optional oxygen)
are guaranteed to sample the same water pparcel, which is
necessary for temporal measurement aliggnment between
sensors. Unlike the CTD Sail, there is no protective metal
guard surrounding the conductivity sensor on tthe GPCTD. This
reduces the thermal mass around the sensor annd provides better
access to external flushing. Seagliders with tthe GPCTD have
the pressure sensor co-located with the GPCT
TD, optimizing TC measurement spatial alignment with respect to pressure.
The internal memory in the GPCTD moddule can record a
continuous time series at a fixed rate up too 1 Hz, and the
operating system offers more flexible samplinng choices to the
glider operator. It provides a variety of options to conserve
power while maintaining a continuous time series, e.g.,
mittently between
reducing the sample rate and pumping interm
sample points. Data are stored directly in the G
GPCTD during a
dive, bypassing the glider data acquisition andd control system’s
busy schedule. The internal memory is 8 giggabytes, and can
store, for example, 699,000 samples of T-C aand pressure data
sampling at 1 Hz, which is equivalent to 194 hours (~8 days).
As the Seaglider surfaces, the data are offfloaded from the
GPCTD, either as raw frequencies or in enngineering units,
through the Seaglider ‘clothesline’ to the basesstation.
The power consumption required by the G
GPCTD pump is
significantly reduced by using a specially ddesigned impellor
and constant but slower flow-rate through the CTD sensors (10
ml/s). The power required is now a factor of two less than
shipboard CTD pumps. A continuously ppumped GPCTD
consumes only 175 mw while recording 1 Hz data. To put this
Lithium DD cell
in perspective, the energy contained in one L
will provide 24 days of continuous down-up pprofiling at 1 Hz
with continuous pumping.
II.

METHODS

During June13-16, 2011, Seaglider trials were conducted
along the New England coast in the vicinity oof Wildcat Knoll
off of Scituate, Massachusetts. Three Seaglidders were tested,
two with the free-flushed CT Sail configuraations (Seagliders
SG-CTSail1 and SG-CTSail2), and the third S
Seaglider with the
new GPCTD (SG-GPCTD). The flight patteerns were varied,
but for the most part, dives made by all the Seagliders were
completed within a 10 km radius region (Fig. 44).
The start time of each Seaglider dive is included in each
CTD dive file for both CT Sail and GPCTD ddata. SG-CTSail1
was deployed outside of the cluster of trajectoories, but entered
the same sampling area after dive 15 on June 14, 2011. Given
the three Seagliders were in the same geneeral vicinity, the
criteria for pairing dives used for comparisonns were based on
dives made after SG-CTSail1dive 15, and dives from each
Seaglider that were initiated within 10 minutess of each other.
Data on the SG-GPCTD were recordedd at 1 Hz with
continuous pumping, while the SG-CTSail Seagliders were
programmed to sample at 0.2 Hz (every 5 seecs). The realized
sample rate for the SG-CTSail data variedd much over the
course of the dive, as seen for SG-CTSail1 divve 24 (Fig.2).
For brevity, data comparisons presented in this paper are
restricted to data from Seagliders SG-Sail1 aand SG-GPCTD.
Data are plotted as raw variables in temperaturre (deg C),

Figure 4. Map showing Seaglider trajectorries from June 13-16, 2011 off of
Wildcat Knoll, Masasachusetts. Seagliders SG-CTSail1 (Blue) and SGCTSail2 (Green) were equipped with CT Sail payload CTDs. Seaglider SGGPCTD (Red) was equipped with the neew GPCTD. Arrows show dive
starting points and direction of Seaglider
S
trajectories.

conductivity (S/m) and computed practical salinity. GPCTD
ollowing standard Sea-Bird
data were additionally processed fo
protocols for temperature and conductivity measurement
alignment and cell thermal mass corrections [1]. The corrected
GPCTD data are shown and discusssed separately. Temperature
and conductivity measurements were advanced +0.5 and +0.4
seconds relative to pressure, respectively. Alignment
nsit time between the T-C
corrections were based on the tran
sensors, the temperature responsee time, and the estimated
response time of the conductivity seensor in a 10 ml/s flow. The
applied cell thermal mass corrections were derived using data
from prototype glider CTD measurrements sampling at 0.5 Hz
with a pumped flow rate of 10 ml/s.
m
The cell thermal mass
correction used for the amplitude (aalpha) was 0.06 with a time
lag of 10 seconds. Further details on
o conductivity cell thermal
mass correction determinations can
n be found in [1], [2], [3],
and [4]. Attempts at correcting CT Sail data were not made in
o the processing that would
this exercise, given the complexity of
be required due to the nonconstant sample-rate,
s
and the lack of
a clear time-dependent cell thermal mass correction scheme for
ugh the conductivity sensor.
variable glider-induced flows throu
Therefore, only the converted variaables from the CT Sail raw
data are presented.
III.

ULTS
RESU

The down-up profiles from the time-paired Seaglider dives
were assumed to be completed wiithin the same water mass.
This assumption is supported by thee short horizontal excursions
in rountdrip dives being under 0.5 km
k on average (Fig. 4), and
also by observed well-matched dow
wn-up dive data profiles in
the Seaglider dive pairs selected fo
or evaluation. From the farfield viewpoint, the general patterrns observed in the paired
Seaglider dive plots indicate thatt both gliders successfully
measured the same large-scale and
d significant features in the
water column, as demonstrated by
y SG-GPCTD dive 18 and
SG-CTSail1 dive 24 (Fig. 5).
Viewing the data in closer detaill, the effects of mismatched
T-C measurements (spiking) and
d thermal mass error on
computed salinity become more ev
vident in the CT Sail data.
The shallow down-up dive from
m SG-CTSail1 (Dive 2)
illustrates this well (Fig. 6). Despitee the T-C roundtrip profiles
being in good agreement, there is a clear
c
gap in the down-up

a.
Figure 5. Down-up dive vertical profiles of temperrature (green-T),
conductivity (blue-C) and computed salinity (red-S) ffrom Seagliders:
a. SG-GPCTD dive 18, and b. SG-CTSail1 dive 24.

salinity profiles not easily explained by any significant
m warm to cold
discrepancies in T-C. The glider moves from
water on the down cast in this example, whicch in terms of the
time-dependent cell thermal mass effect, w
would cause the
conductivity sensor to read warm of corrrect for several
seconds. The high of correct conductivity meaasurements cause
high of correct salinity computations, and ass in this case, is
observed throughout the water column. The oppposite occurs on
the ascent, moving from cold to warm water,, resulting in low
of correct salinity computations. As the waater column T-C
structure stops changing sharply with depth, aas seen here in the
upper 10 m, the salinity differences betweenn down-up dives
decrease.
Using the same Seaglider pair shown in Figg. 5, but focusing
on the thermocline region in the upper 60 ddbar, cell thermal
mass errors are evident in both SG-CTSail1 and SG-GPCTD
salinity profiles (Fig. 7). On the down dive ((denoted by solid
lines), the salinity consistently reads higher tthan the up dive
(dotted lines). The SG-GPCTD salinity below 30 dbar, where

b.
up dives is best, shows very
T-C agreement between the down-u
good down-up profile salinity agreeement. In contrast, a more
significant gap develops in the down-up salinity profiles
observed by the SG-CTSail1 starrting at 60 dbar. The cell
thermal mass effect appears larger in amplitude and longer
lived in the SG-CTSail1 data throug
ghout the water column.

a.

b.
Figure 6. Illustration showing typical down-up dive proffiles from the SG-CT
Sail1 dive 2. Dots mark sample points in thee profile.

Figure 7. Down-up dive vertical profiles from the upper 60 dbar of
C) and computed salinity (red-S)
temperature (green-T), conductivity (blue-C
from Seagliders: a. SG-GPCTD dive 18, and
a b. SG-CTSail1 dive 24. Solid
lines denote the down dive; dotted lines denote the up dive.

Applying a consistent T-C alignment and ccell thermal mass
correction to the SG-GPCTD data reduces saliinity spiking, and
improves the down-up dive salinity agreemennt in the region of
highest thermal gradients (~10-35 dbar). Thee small down-up
difference observed near the step change (15 dbar) is not a
residual error, rather a real change in the sharpp gradient depths
between down and up dives (e.g., the depthh of the T-C and
salinity step change is more shallow on the dow
wn cast by ~4 m)
(Fig. 8).
Seaglider pairs assumed to be profiling inn the same water
masses, should exhibit similar TS (tem
mperature-salinity)
relationships. To examine general patterns in TS-relationships,
down-up profile data from six of the dives sselected from the
coincidental time pairs are plotted for SG-C
CTSail1 and SGGPCTD (Figs. 9 a,b, respectively). The sixx dives were all
completed within one day on 14 June 20111. Both sets of
Seaglider data show a tight TS relationship forr salinities greater
than 32.5 psu (the deeper water column). The SG-CTSail1 data
exhibit more salinity variability in the warmer surface
thermocline region (upper 60 dbar), and somee salinity spiking
near the temperature minimum and again neear the bottom of
the dive (33.8-34.4 psu). The TS relationshhips between the
down and up dives from the SG-GPCTD, eespecially in the
thermocline, are more repeatable than those obbserved from SGCTSail1, despite the fact that both Seagliders were sampling at
the same time in the same water mass. Smalll differences are
expected between down-up dive data profiles, given the gliders
were not moving straight up and down in thhe water column,
rather were travelling with a forward trajectorry on descent and
ascent. However, more salinity spiking annd a larger cell
thermal mass error is evident in the SG
G-CTSail1 data,
especially in the upper water column wherre temperature is
changing most.
Applying T-C alignment and cell thermal mass corrections
to the six dives from the SG-GPCTD makes modest
wn-up dives, and
improvements in the TS relationships for dow
further demonstrates the direct improved dataa quality coming
straight off the GPCTD (Fig. 10).

a.

b.
Figure 9. TS diagrams from each Seaglid
der using six combined down-up
dives. a. SG-GPCTD raw data derived TS relationship. b. SG-CTSail1 raw
des of blue represent the different
data derived TS relationship. Different shad
dives.

Figure 10. TS realtionships for six down-u
up dives from SG-GPCTD, with
aligned T-C data and cell thermal mass corrrected conductivity and computed
salinity. Different shades of blue represen
nt the individual roundtrip dives.

Figure 8. Down-up dive vertical profiles from the uppper 60 dbar of T-C
aligned and cell thermal mass corrected SG-GPCTD ddata; temperature
(green-T), conductivity (blue-C) and computed salinityy (red-S) from SGGPCTD dive 18. Solid lines denote the down dive; dottedd lines denote the up
dive.

Using the same dive pair as sho
own in Fig. 5, (SG-CTSail1
dive 24 with SG-GPCTD dive 18),, the TS relationships show
the down profile salinity registers higher
h
than that on the up
profile for both Seaglider CTDs (Fig. 11 a,b). This is the
general pattern seen on most of the individual dive pairs,

though the thermal mass variants (amplitudee and lag) in the
SG-CT Sail data are typically larger and depend on the speed
of the Seaglider, as well as on the steepness of the temperature
gradient encountered. Applying the prescribeed corrections to
the SG-GPCTD data rectifies the conductivitty thermal massinduced salinity errors (Fig. 11c).
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

Simultaneous observations of temperature, conductivity and
computed salinity from two different paylload CTDs (one
pumped, the other free-flushed) were made oon several iRobot
Seagliders deployed in stratified coastal waterss. Data from both
CTDs show high qualitative agreement in maapping important
large-scale hydrographic features in the water column.
CTD data show
However, the new modular-pumped GPC
immediate improvements in raw, uncorrected ddata quality, a

a.

b.

result of fixed-rate flushing and hard
dware changes (e.g., ducted
T-C sensors) that significantly redu
uce salinity spiking and the
effect of cell thermal mass errorss on the conductivity and
salinity data. Any residual errors in
n the GPCTD data are also
easily corrected by following standard Sea-Bird data
processing protocols for T-C sensorr alignment and cell thermal
mass corrections. The simplified corrrections are made possible,
because of the fixed-rate flow past the
t T-C sensors producing a
consistent T-C response, and the ability
a
to gather a constant
sample-rate time series required for
f accurately making the
time-dependent cell thermal mass co
orrections.
In contrast, the CT Sail raw data show more frequent
salinity spiking, and a larger and longer cell thermal mass
response, most noticeable in reg
gions of rapidly changing
temperature. A major cause of the salinity spiking is the nonducted T-C sensors on the CT Sail. A factor contributing to the
cell thermal mass error includes the
t lack of a steady flow
through the conductivity sensor, wh
here flow helps diffuse heat
from the sensor materials. Ano
other is the metal guard
protecting the conductivity sensor, which may reduce external
flushing and further enhance the thermal mass error
y cell. Sample resolution
experienced by the conductivity
differences between the Seagliders (from 1 Hz to 0.2 Hz) do
he discrepancies in mapping
not appear to be a major player in th
the hydrographic features, likely beecause the Seagliders were
moving slow enough to measure the
t spatial gradients in the
water column. However, the lack of
o a constant sample rate in
the time series impedes clear correcctions for the CT Sail data.
This poses a problem to the data end-user in terms of data
on options for these freequality, because the data correctio
flushed sensors are not consistent fo
or a given data set or even a
roundtrip down-up dive cycle. Variaable Seaglider transit speeds
control and produce variable flow rates through the
mination of the T-C response
conductivity sensor, making determ
and cell thermal mass corrections difficult.
d
The discontinuous
sample-rate time series coming
g from the free-flushed
Seagliders further complicates any tiime-dependent corrections.
The benefits now available with
w
the new GPCTD are
expected to improve ease of use by
y the glider operator, and as
demonstrated here, will simplify daata handling by the end-user
while producing higher quality daata, with or without postprocessing corrections.
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